
Bridge Base Online OBC League
League will run as a round robin, with each pair playing every other pair once.

The “play by dates” are for guidance only, so we do not all end up trying to arrange the
same match and have fixture congestion. Matches can be played before of after the play
by date.The only proviso is that all matches need to be played by the final date. 

The pairs in each match to arrange day and time when to play, there are no restrictions.

Agree who will set the table up. Whoever this is needs to logon a few minutes before the
others to set the table.

Each match will consist of 15 boards.

First named pair in each match are North and South.

At the end of the match North/South to send the IMP score to Brian by email. (This is
displayed on the screen as you are playing so you will need to take note at the end of the
15th board).

The IMPs will be converted to Victory Points (VP) as per the table below. In essence
there are 20 points up for grabs from each match. The IMP will be used to determine the
split. So if NS get 15.3 IMPs then split will be 14 to NS and 6 to EW etc.

The League will be scored as  3 points for win, 1 point for draw, and where pairs are level
then VPD (difference) used to separate.

Additional Guidance Notes

Alerting : we should all be using Self Alerting as opposed to using
Chat and your partner doing the “Alert”.  This is the way that BBO
works and I know it is different to how we operate at the club and
what we are all used to. If you are relying on partner making the alert



by chat then as the next bidder how long do you wait, you will end up
thinking it is natural or making the wrong assumption and bid only to
find a few seconds later  a chat  “alert” appears.  With Self  Alerting
your partner does not see the alert.
To Self Alert just enter a brief description (12 14, 4SF etc) and make
the Alert button go red before you submit your bid.

Undos  :  Within  BBO Undos are  allowed only  mis-clicks.  We have
been allowing Undos for low level  bidding mis-clicks but not  card
playing  mis-clicks.  Within  your  BBO profile  you  can  minimize  the
chances of these mis-clicks happening by selecting the Confirm Bids
and Confirm Cards within the Settings section of you Account. It is
the individual players decision whether to allow Undo or not and no
presure should be made to force acceptance of the Undo.

End of document …..... remember …..... this is for FUN

Editors Note :

https://www.ebu.co.uk/laws-and-ethics/vp-scales


